Although YOO DOO travelled to Salem on a righteous witch-burning mission, he found that the uninformed layman has little to fear from either their own fervor, and the early depredations into a typical YOO DOO beer brawl. Some of the less wise-minded men are above cavorting with the witch they set out to hang. THE TECH is not naive, however, to assume cavorting with this particular witch.

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

**BEAUTY CONTEST**

Continuing to the statement made in last week's THE TECH, Pictures submitted for the Junior Prom Beauty Contest will be returned to the rightful owners. THE TECH has taken this step in order to encourage as many entries as possible. Submit pictures with your name and your date's name to THE TECH, Room 5, Walker Memorial, before 5:00 P.M. Wednesday, November 13.

Hotel Lenox Named Site of Affair

By J. P. Committee A new form of social event, unprecedented in the annals of Kappa Phi, is being planned for Friday evening, November 13, in the ballroom of the Hotel Statler. The details of this hitherto unknown affair will remain secret until further notice, according to Dennis Alleppey, '48, a member of the J. P. committee.

The Junior prom options at $5.00 a ticket will remain available to all members of the J. P. Committee until next Tuesday. On that day, pictures will be turned in for Building 10 and options may be reserved there until 5:00 P.M. Those pictures that still remain will be distributed to the various fraternities and student groups.

It will be realized that in previous years it has been the custom for various fraternities to give J. P. sponsored cocktail parties and evening dances the day after the main dance. This year the set-up has been altered entirely with the effort to simulate completely, as far as finances allowed for, the activities of the original Junior Prom.

The Junior Prom Association, lead by Voo Doo, who stole the hearts of MIT men, the assembly was bent on burning someone, but invited the Ku Klux Klan and thus have not planned any parties. This year the set-up has been altered entirely with the effort to simulate completely, as far as finances allowed for, the activities of the original Junior Prom.
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